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ABOUT THE
CHILDREN’S
MUSEUM

At the heart of children’s education within our community lies
the Children's Museum foundation, a hub of creativity and

learning focussed on children aged 1-10 y/o. With 6 years of
enriching experiences, we have become a vital force in

shaping young minds and fostering a love for exploration.
Yearly we have around 10.000 visitors, 100 school classes and

500 underpriviledged children visiting us.



ADOPT AN EXHIBIT
Our Adopt an Exhibit initiative embodies the collaborative essence at the heart of our mission,

emphasizing the crucial role of community engagement. Your partnership goes beyond a mere
investment; it is a commitment to shaping the future. Together, we enhance educational offerings
and leave a lasting impact on children's lives. Our mission is clear: ensuring EVERY child in Curaçao
visits the Children's Museum annually, sparking curiosity, and creating a lifelong love for learning.

Your support serves as a catalyst for a brighter and more educated future for the youth of Curaçao.



HOW DOES IT
WORK?
Your company's support will be
prominently featured within the Children's
Museum premises for a duration of 6 or 12
months, depending on your chosen
adoption period. Additionally, your brand
will enjoy a strong online presence through
our website and social media channels. This
is a unique opportunity to align your
company with a cause that resonates with
families and education.



PRICING
STRUCTURE AND
EXHIBIT OPTIONS

We provide a diverse range of exhibit options
tailored to accommodate various budgets and
preferences. Our transparent pricing structure

offers flexibility in adoption duration, aligning with
your company's objectives. Beyond the financial

investment, adopting an exhibit is not only crucial
for our children but also directly contributes to the
joy of play and enriches the learning environment.
The Children's Museum is committed to inclusivity,

ensuring that all exhibits and spaces are accessible
to children with special needs. We believe in

creating a win-win scenario where your contribution
translates into meaningful experiences for our

visitors, fostering both learning and fun. The next
two pages hold the details on indoor and outdoor

exhibits along with their respective prices.



Discovery Zone

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.900 per HY
Nafl. 7.800 per YR

Nafl. 650,- per month

Nafl. 1.000,- per month
 Supermarket

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 6.000 per HY
Nafl. 10.000 per YR

Nafl. 750,- per monthStarry Night

Climbing Box

Toddler Pit

Build It

Little Library

double the fun

Ignite curiosity and exploration in our Discovery Zone, making
science and nature an exhilarating adventure for young minds.

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)
Logo on painting easels (3x)
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen Nafl. 750,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)

Branded shopping carts (5x)
1 social media post per month

Logo on reception screen
Not available 

Creative Lab

Supermarket
Immerse children in the exciting world of grocery shopping and

counting, fostering early numeracy skills through the joy of play.

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.900 per HY
Nafl. 7.800 per YR

Nafl. 650,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)

Branded tent items (3x)
1 social media post every 2 months

Logo on reception screen

Starry Night
Step into the enchanting realm of art and science, cultivating

a love for learning about the wonders of the night sky.

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

indoor exhibits to adopt
Adopt an exhibit and align your business with one of our experiences for 6 months or 1 year!

Zoom in to learn about the exhibit and to see what we can give you in return as an appreciation
for your sponsorship. All our sponsors will be mentioned on our website.

Discovery Zone

Adoption fees are based on the necessary maintenance and upcoming necessary adjustments of the exhibit. We are
open to discuss customized exposure. 

Adopt 2 exhibits!

Creative Lab

Unleash boundless imagination in our Creative Lab, where a
child's cognitive development is nurtured.

Toddler Pit + Climbing Box
Encourage physical development and coordination through
safe, active play in our Climbing Box & Toddler Pit,
recognizing the vital role play holds in fostering mobility skills.

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.900 per HY
Nafl. 7.800 per YR

Nafl. 650,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the wall at exhibit (2x)

1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Little Library + Build It

Inspire a lifelong love for learning through our Build it &
Library exhibit, underscoring educational value by

constructing, creating, and immersing in captivating stories.

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 4.500 per HY
Nafl. 9.000 per YR

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 4.500 per HY
Nafl. 9.000 per YR



Swing
Total donation

per period:
Nafl. 4.500 per HY
Nafl. 9.000 per YR

Noodle Mondi

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 9.000 per HY
Nafl. 18.000 per YR

Zipline

Splash it
Chill Zone

Relax and unwind in our Chill Zone, acknowledging
the importance of quiet contemplation and sensory
exploration as children engage in meaningful play.

Nafl. 650,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Chill Zone

Roll On
Total donation

per period:
Nafl. 3.000 per HY
Nafl. 6.000 per YR

Dive into a water adventure at Splash it, where water play
becomes a cornerstone for educational exploration.

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.900 per HY
Nafl. 7.800 per YR

Nafl. 650,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Splash It

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.900 per HY
Nafl. 7.800 per YR

Not available anymore.Not available anymore.  

Swing into a world of fun and laughter, 
highlighting the crucial role of outdoor 
play in fostering social interaction and physical development.

Nafl. 750,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Noodle Mondi & Swing

Not available anymore.Not available anymore.  
Roll On for an adventure in motion and
coordination, recognizing the pivotal role play
holds in enhancing motor skills and spatial
awareness.

Nafl. 500,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 2 months
Logo on reception screen

Roll On

Soar to new heights of excitement, emphasizing
the importance of outdoor play in promoting
physical activity and overall well-being.

Nafl. 1.500,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
logo on safety rules sign
1 social media post every month
Logo on reception screen

Zipline

Not available anymore.Not available anymore.  Not available anymore.Not available anymore.  

Adoption fees are based on the necessary maintenance and upcoming necessary adjustments of the exhibit. We are
open to discuss customized exposure. 

outdoor exhibits to adopt

Bubble Up
Watch imaginations soar as kids engage in the
magic of science and play in our Bubble Up exhibit.

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 2.400 per HY
Nafl. 4.800 per YR

Nafl. 400,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 3 months
Logo on reception screen

Bubble Up
Spin into a whirlwind of learning and laughter, 
showcasing the wonders of physics through 
playful spins and turns.

Spin City

Nafl. 500,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 3 months
Logo on reception screen

Spin City

Art Forest

Immerse children in the wonders of nature and
artistic expression, fostering creativity amid the
beauty of the outdoors.

Nafl. 500,- per month

Your exposure:
Logo on the exhibit sign
1 social media post every 3 months
Logo on reception screen

Art Forest

Adopt an exhibit and align your business with one of our experiences for 6 months or 1 year!
Zoom in to learn about the exhibit and to see what we can give you in return as an appreciation

for your sponsorship. All our sponsors will be mentioned on our website.
Total donation

per period:
Nafl. 3.000 per HY
Nafl. 6.000 per YR

Total donation
per period:

Nafl. 3.000 per HY
Nafl. 6.000 per YR



SHAPE THE FUTURE
By committing to the Children's Museum of Curaçao through Exhibit Adoption, you are making a
profound commitment to the children and families of our community. Your sponsorship plays a

crucial role in maintaining and enhancing our exhibit spaces, ensuring a continuous cycle of enriching
experiences. Our 17 distinct exhibit zones, rooted in educational research, form the backbone of our

museum, requiring ongoing adjustments to innovate and uphold existing experiences.

Ready to make a lasting impact? Reach out to us today through any channel of your convenience to
discuss how you can adopt an exhibit and be part of building a brighter future for our community."



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
TIME! FOR ADOPTIONS OR QUESTIONS,  PLEASEFOR ADOPTIONS OR QUESTIONS,  PLEASE

CONTACT US AT +5999 523 9677 ORCONTACT US AT +5999 523 9677 OR
DIRECTOR@CHILDRENSMUSEUMCURACAO.ORGDIRECTOR@CHILDRENSMUSEUMCURACAO.ORG


